ENVIRONMENT BILL

Consideration of Lords Amendments

Wednesday 20 October 2021

Grouping of Lords Amendments by Secretary George Eustice and selection of motions and amendments relating to Lords Amendments by the Speaker

Lords Amendments 28, 40 and 59 engage financial privilege

Climate emergency; soil health and quality; PM 2.5 air quality target; interim targets; policy duty; independence of Office of Environmental Protection; court remedy; environmental governance

Govt motion to disagree LA1 + Govt motion to disagree LA2 + Govt motion to disagree LA3
  + Govt motion to disagree LA12 + Govt motion to disagree LA28
  + Govt motion to disagree LA31 + Govt (a) and (b) in lieu of LA31
  + Govt motion to disagree LA33 + Govt motion to disagree LA75
  + Govt (a) and (b) in lieu of LA75 + LA4 to LA11 + LA13 to LA27 + LA29 + LA30 + LA32
  + LA34 + LA35 + LA64 + LA69 + LA70

2 hours after the commencement of proceedings on consideration of Lords Amendments
(if the Programme (No. 6) motion is agreed to)

Pollinators and pesticides; untreated sewage; habitats regulations; ancient woodland; conservation covenant agreements; reviews; nature and diversity; water; air quality and environmental recall

Govt motion to disagree 43 + Govt (a) to LA45 + LA45 + Govt motion to disagree LA65
  + Govt motion to disagree LA66 + Govt motion to disagree LA67
  + Govt (a) to (e) in lieu of LA67 + Govt motion to disagree LA94
  + Govt motion to disagree LA95 + LA46 to LA63 + LA71 to LA74 + LA91 to LA93

4.5 hours after the commencement of proceedings on consideration of Lords Amendments
(if the Programme (No. 6) motion is agreed to)

Plastics and single use; waste and resource efficiency; remaining amendments

Govt motion to disagree LA85 +Govt (a) to (c) in lieu of LA85 + LA36 to LA42 + LA44 + LA68
  + LA76 to LA84 + LA86 to LA90

6 hours after the commencement of proceedings on consideration of Lords Amendments
(if the Programme (No. 6) motion is agreed to)

20 October 2021

By order of Mr Speaker

Not selected: LA2 Motion to agree [Lucas]; LA28 Motion to agree [Lucas]